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Ælfred the Great 
Session 1  Britain in 850. 

 
Ælfred was born in 849 at Wantage, In Berkshire.  His father, grandfather and four elder 
brothers were kings of Wessex before him; all had ruled during a period of sustained attacks 
by Viking armies.  What was the culture of Wessex and the wider British Isles, and how did its 
kings respond to external threat? 
 
Britain in 850 had suffered from half a century of Viking attacks: raids, for the most part, on 
coastal monasteries and other easily picked-off settlements. The state and the institution of 
the church had not yet been seriously challenged.  The real threats to native kingship were 
the fortunes and ambitions of other kingdoms – traditional rivalries played out over the 
generations; internal threats from disaffected members of the ruling dynasty; and failure to 
exploit and control the economic wealth produced by farm, woodland, river and sea.   
 
The economic strengths that made Britain such an attractive target for Scandinavian raiders 
and traders lay in the exploitation by an organised, self-knowing élite of its abundant 
resources: cattle, sheep, grain, timber, minerals and the labour to harvest and process them.  
The ease with which people and goods were able to move through the landscape, and the 
institutions which evolved to benefit from that wealth, rendered Britain uniquely wealthy, but 
also uniquely vulnerable. 
 
In teasing out the background to Ælfred's career we must look both at the dynastic 
challenges faced by the West Saxon kings and the institutional strengths and weaknesses of 
Anglo-Saxon society.  In a landscape where there were no towns as we would recognise 
them, we need to look carefully for central places and the incipient signs of urbanism 
explored by archaeologists over the last half century.  We will also take a good close look at 
how landscape and society functioned; what settlements and farms looked like.   
 
The minsters of the 7th and 8th centuries, which had provided stability and economic 
innovation, underwent profound change during the generations before Ælfred.  To what 
extent those changes were internal, and how far they were a response to Viking threats, is a 
moot point, worth spending some time to consider. 
 
Trying to match the historical record with increasingly large amounts of archaeological data 
is tricky; often they seem to contradict one another.  In this first session we will also look at 
the sources available to us: the various annals, the coins, place-names, geography and 
evidence from excavations.  With a few key examples, we'll see how a fuller picture emerges 
from blending these disparate evidences together.   
 
Key sources for the period include the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, the Irish annals and that 
fascinating account of northern ecclesiastical survival, the Historia de Sancto Cuthberto.  
Increasingly, coin evidence provides a dispassionate control to the propagandist bias of the 
annalists.  A number of famous, and not so famous campaigns of excavation also show how, 
outside the narrow confines of court politics, real people got by: sometimes just surviving 
(Theresa May's JAMs, perhaps); sometimes thriving: a plutocratic elite. 
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Ælfred timeline: 789-850 
 
789 –First recorded attack by Norwegian raiders on South Coast kills royal official Beauduherd  
 
793 – Lindisfarne attacked and plundered by (?Norwegian) Vikings.  Alcuin attributes attack to 
licentiousness of court life in Northumbria in letter to King Ethelred.   
 
796 – King Offa of Mercia dies.  Succeeded by his son Ecgfrith; Ecgfrith dies, succeeded by unrelated 
Coenwulf (to 821) 
 
798 – Lundenwic suffers serious fire  
 
802 – Death of Beorhtric of Wessex; Ecgberht (grandfather of Ælfred ) succeeds to throne of Wessex 
(to 839); Wessex free from Mercian overlordship.  Abu l‘Abbas, the elephant, arrives at the court of 
Charlemagne in Aachen. 
 
807 – Iona community retreats to new monastic foundation at Kells in Co. Meath for safety (poss.  
completed as late as 814). 
 
814 – Death of Charlemagne, aged 70; succeeded by Louis the Pious, who harries Jutland  
 
825 – Battle of Ellendun (Wroughton, Wilts) – defeat of Mercian King Beornwulf by Ecgberht, King of 
the West Saxons.  Wessex annexes Sussex, Kent (driving out Mercian sub-king and B dynast Baldred) 
and Essex (formerly under Mercian control).    
- East Anglia asserts independence from Mercia, killing King Beornwulf, who is succeeded by 
an Ealdorman, Ludeca (to 827). 
 
829 – Conquest of Mercia by Ecgberht; Wiglaf exiled.  Ecgberht mints coins as ruler of Lundenwic. 
 
830 – Ecgberht of Wessex leads expedition to Wales to claim overlordship;  Wiglaf restored as King 
of Mercia – by rebellion (to 839)? 
 
834 – Dorestad laid waste by a raid; recovers.  The beginning of the series of great Danish raids on 
Frankia and England. 
 
835 – Heathens ‘devastate Sheppey’:  the first great raid on an Anglo-Saxon kingdom. 
 
839 – Cináed mac Ailpín becomes King of Dál Riata.  King Ecgberht, after a series of poor harvests, 
tells Louis the Pious of an apocalyptic vision of darkness and heathen fleets raiding.   Death of 
Ecgberht; Æðelwulf succeeds as king of Wessex; Æthelstan, his eldest son, succeeds to Kent, Surrey, 
Sussex. 
 
841 – Dublin becomes the principal longphort of the Vikings in Ireland: evidence of co-ordinated 
establishment of raiding bases in Ireland. 
 
842 – Slaughter at London, Rochester, Quentovic; Hamwic and ?Norwich – Northunnwig plundered.  
Nantes attacked; raiders overwinter on Noirmoutier at the mouth of the Loire; 
 
849 – Ælfred  born in Wantage, youngest of five sons of King Æðelwulf and Queen Osburga. 
 
850 – Viking fleet overwinters on Thanet 
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